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Introduction to Monte Carlo 
methods

• What problems do we face?

• What is simulation? 

• Why do we need Monte Carlo?
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Problems

• to design the apparatus (detector) to fulfil its role

• to run it according to our needs

• to understand the results

• to observe new phenomena
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Solution

• SIMULATION

• we need to simulate the detector before we build it

• we need to simulate it when we run it

• we need to simulate it when we analyse results
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What is simulation
• simulation = doing ‘virtual’ experiment 

• take all the known physics

• start from your ‘initial condition’ (two protons colliding) 

• calculate the ‘final state’ of your detector to get the 
‘experimental’ results

• solve equations of motion, etc

• IMPOSSIBLE to be done analytically 
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Way to do it: Monte Carlo
• analytical solutions impossible due to

• complexity of the problem

• number of particles, etc

• lack of analytical description

• need of randomness like in nature

• to pick among possible choices

• quantum mechanics, fluctuations

• … because Einstein was wrong: God does throw dice! 

• Quantum mechanics amplitudes = probabilities. Anything that possibly 
can happen, will. (but more or less often)
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Monte Carlo method
• repeated random sampling to find the result
• used for

• deterministic problems like numerical integration, calculation, solving systems of differential 
equations, etc

• stochastic problems involving generation of samples from probability distribution
• applications

• Particle physics 
• Quantum field theory 
• Astrophysics 
• Molecular modelling 
• Semiconductor devices 
• Light transport calculations 
• Traffic flow simulations 
• Environmental sciences 
• Financial market simulations 
• Optimisation problems 
• … 
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Buffon’s Needle
• One of the oldest problems in the field of geometrical 

probability, first stated in 1777. 

• Drop a needle on a lined sheet of paper and determine 
the probability of the needle crossing one of the lines

• Remarkable result: probability is directly related to the 
value of p

• The needle will cross the line if x ≤ L sin(θ). Assuming L ≤ 
D, how often will this occur?

• By sampling Pcut one can estimate p.
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needle = L
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Laplace’s method of calculating p (1886)

• Area of the square = 4

• Area of the circle = p
• Probability of random points 

inside the circle = p / 4

• Random points : N
• Random points inside circle : Nc

p ~ 4 Nc / N
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Evaluation of integrals
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Monte Carlo methods for radiation transport

• Fermi (1930): random method to calculate the properties of the 
newly discovered neutron

• Manhattan project (40’s): simulations during the initial 
development of thermonuclear weapons. von Neumann and Ulam
coined the term “Monte Carlo”

• Metropolis (1948) first actual Monte Carlo calculations using a 
computer (ENIAC) 

• Berger (1963): first complete coupled electron-photon transport 
code that became known as ETRAN

• Exponential growth since the 1980’s with the availability of digital 
computers
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Basics of Monte Carlo method



Probability Density Function (PDF) - 1

• Variable is random (also called stochastic) if its value cannot be 

specified in advance of observing it

– let x be a single continuous random variable defined over some 

interval.  Interval can be finite or infinite.

• Value of x for any observation cannot be specified in advance, but it is 
possible to talk in terms of probabilities

– Prob{xi ≤ X} represents the probability that an observed value xi will 

be less than or equal to some specified value X.   More generally, 
Prob{E} is used to represent the probability of an event E

• Probability Density Function (PDF) of a single stochastic variable is a 

function that has three properties: 

1) defined on an interval [a, b]

2) is non-negative on that interval

3) is normalized such that                         with a and b real numbers,     

a → −∞ and/or b → ∞
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Probability Density Function (PDF) - 2

• A PDF f (x) is a density function, i.e., it specifies the probability per unit of x, 
so that f (x) has units that are the inverse of the units of x

• For given x,  f (x) is not the probability of obtaining x
– infinitely many values that x can assume
– probability of obtaining a single specific value is zero

• Rather,  f (x)dx is the probability that a random sample xi will assume a value 
within x and x+dx
– often, this is stated in the form

f (x)dx = Prob{ x < xi < x+dx }
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Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
• The integral defined by

where f (x) is a PDF over the interval [a, b], is called the Cumulative Distribution 
Function (CDF) of f. 

• A CDF has the following properties:
1) F(a) = 0., F(b) = 1.
2) F(x) is monotonically increasing, as f(x) is always non-negative

• CDF is a direct measure of probability. The value F(xi) represents the probability 
that a random sample of the stochastic variable x will assume a value between 
a and xi, i.e., Prob{a ≤ x ≤ xi} = F(xi). 

• More generally,
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Some example distributions – Uniform PDF
• The uniform (rectangular) PDF on the interval [a, b] and its CDF are given by
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Some example distributions – Exponential PDF
• The exponential PDF on the interval [0, ∞] and its CDF are given by
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Mean, variance and standard deviation

19

1

• Two important measures of PDF f(x) are its mean µ and variance s2.
• The mean µ is the expected or averaged value of x defined as

• The variance s2 describes the spread of the random variable x from the mean 
and defined as

Note: 

• The square root of the variance is called the standard deviation σ.
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Mean, variance and standard deviation
• Consider a function z(x), where x is a random variable described by a PDF f (x).
• The function z(x) itself is a random variable. Thus, the expected or mean value 

of z(x) is defined as such.

• Then, variance of z(x) is given as this.

• The heart of a Monte Carlo analysis is to obtain an estimate of a mean value 
(a.k.a. expected value). If one forms the estimate

where xi are suitably sampled from PDF f (x), one can expect
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The Central Limit Theorem
• One of the important features of Monte Carlo is that not only can one obtain an 

estimate of an expected value but also one can obtain an estimate of the 
uncertainty in the estimate.

• The Central Limit Theorem (CLT) is a very general and powerful theorem. 

• For     obtained by samples from a distribution with mean <z> and standard 
deviation σ(z), CLT provides

• Stated in words:

The CLT tells us that the asymptotic distribution of                      is a unit 

normal distribution or, equivalently,       is asymptotically distributed as a 
normal distribution with mean μ = <z> and standard deviation                    .

• Most importantly, it states that the uncertainty in the estimated expected value 
is proportional to               where N is the number of samples of f (x).
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Confidence coefficient and confidence level
• The equation of the previous page can be written as

where s(z) is the calculated sample standard deviation. 
• Right-hand side can be evaluated numerically and called the confidence 

coefficient. The confidence coefficients expressed as percentages are called 
confidence level. For a given l in unit of standard deviation, the Monte Carlo 
estimate of <z> is usually reported as 
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l confidence coefficient confidence level

0.25 0.1974 20%

0.50 0.3829 38%

1.00 0.6827 68%

1.50 0.8664 87%

2.00 0.9545 95%

3.00 0.9973 99%

4.00 0.9999 99.99%



Random sampling
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Random sampling means generating variables according to some 
distribution (PDF).









Two Monte Carlo Particle Transport Examples



Simplest case – decay in flight (1)
• Suppose an unstable particle of life time t has initial momentum p

(à velocity v ).

– Distance to travel before decay : d = t v
• The decay time t is a random value with probability density function

• the probability that the particle decays before time t is given by the cumulative distribution 
function F which is itself is a random variable with uniform probability on [0,1]

• Thus, having a uniformly distributed random number r on [0,1], one can sample the value t
with the probability density function f(t).
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t = F-1( r ) = -t ln( 1 – r )  0 < r < 1



Simplest case – decay in flight (2)
• When the particle has traveled the d = t v, it decays.
• Decay of an unstable particle itself is a random process à Branching ratio

– For example:
p+ à µ+ nµ (99.9877 %)
p+ à µ+ nµ g   (2.00 x 10-4 %)
p+ à e+ ne (1.23 x 10-4 %)
p+ à e+ ne g (7.39 x 10-7 %)
p+ à e+ ne p0 (1.036 x 10-8 %)
p+ à e+ ne e+ e- (3.2 x 10-9 %)

• Select a decay channel by shooting a random number
• In the rest frame of the parent particle, rotate decay products 

in q [0,p) and f [0,2p) by shooting a pair of random numbers

• Finally, Lorentz-boost the decay products
• You need at least 4 random numbers to simulate one decay 

in flight
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dW = sinq dq df
q = cos-1(r1),   f = 2p x r2        0 < r1, r2 < 1



Evenly distributed points on a sphere
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q = cos-1(r1), f = 2p x r2        
0 < r1, r2 < 1

q = p x r1, f = 2p x r2       
0 < r1, r2 < 1

dW = sinq dq df



Compton scattering (1)
• Compton scattering

e- gà e- g
• Distance traveled before Compton scattering, l, is a

random value
Cross section per atom : s(E,z)
Number of atoms per volume : n = r NA / A

r : density, NA : Avogadro number, A : atomic mass
Cross section per volume : h(E, r) = n s

• h is the probability of Compton interaction per unit length. l(E, r) =  h-1 is the mean free 
path associated with the Compton scattering process.

• The probability density function f(l)

• With a uniformly distributing random number r on [0,1), One can sample the distance l. 
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f

l = -l ln( r )  0 < r < 1



Compton scattering (2)
• l(E, r) and l are material dependent. Distance measured by the unit of mean 

free path (nl) is independent.

• nl is independent of the material and a random value with probability density 
function f( nl ) = exp( -nl )
– sample nl at the origin of the particle 

– update elapsed nl along the passage of the particle

– Compton scattering happens at nl = 0
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l1 l2 l3

l1 l2 l3

nl = -ln( r )  0 < r < 1

nl = nl - li / li



Compton scattering (3)
• The relation between photon deflection (q) and energy loss for Compton scattering is 

determined by the conservation of momentum and energy between the photon and 
recoiled electron.

• For unpolarized photon, the Klein-Nishina angular distribution function per steradian of 
solid angle W

• One can use acceptance-rejection method to sample
the distribution.
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f
hn : energy of incident photon
hn0 : energy of scattered photon
E : energy of recoil electron
me : rest mass of electron
c : speed of light 



Boosting simulation 

- Variance reduction techniques



Buffon’s needle – once again
• Suppose the distance between lines (D) is much larger than the length of the 

needle (L). In naïve simulation, the needle’s location (x) is sampled uniformly 
over [0,D). 

p ~ (2 L / D) * ( h / n )
• However, the needle has little chance to hit lines for L < x < D – L. Also, symmetry 

shows the probability of hitting lines for [0,D/2) is equal to [D/2,D). 
• One can estimate p by sampling x over [0,L], and because the probability of 

0 < x < L is L/(D/2), each successful count should be multiplied by the weight 
D/2L .

p ~ (2 L / D) * ( h* (D / 2 L) / n ) 
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Distance between 
lines = D

Length of the 
needle = L

x q



Analogue simulation / non-analogue simulation
• The real power of Monte Carlo is that the sampling procedure can be 

intentionally biased toward the region where the integrand is large or to 
produce simulated histories that have a better chance of creating a rare event, 
such as Buffon’s needle falling on widely spaced lines. 
– “Analogue simulation” : follows the natural PDF 
– “Non-analogue (a.k.a. biased) simulation” : biased sampling

• Of course, with such biasing, the scoring then must be corrected by assigning 
weights to each history in order to produce a corrected, unbiased estimate of 
the expected value. 

• In such non-analog Monte Carlo analyses, the sample variance s2(z) of the 
estimated expectation value z is reduced compared to that obtained by an 
unbiased or analog analysis. 
– In the Buffon’s needle example, biasing a simulation problem with widely 

spaced lines to force all dropped needles to have one end within a needle’s 
length of a grid line was seen to reduce the relative error by two orders of 
magnitude over that of a purely analog simulation.
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Variance reduction techniques
• There are simulation problems where the event we are interested in is very rare 

due to physics and/or geometry.
• Over the years, many clever variance reduction techniques have been 

developed for performing biased Monte Carlo calculations
• The introduction of variance reduction methods into Monte Carlo calculations 

can make otherwise impossible Monte Carlo problems solvable. However, use 
of these variance reduction techniques requires skill and experience. 
– non-analog Monte Carlo, despite having a rigorous statistical basis, is, in 

many ways, an “art” form and cannot be used blindly.
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Example use-cases of variance reduction
• Efficiency of a radiation shielding

– E.g. large flux entering to a thick shield
– Lots of interactions : compute intensive
– Very few particles escape

• Response of thin detector
– e.g. compact neutron detector
– most particles pass through without interaction
– signal is made by the interaction

• Dose in a very small component in a large setup
– e.g. an IC chip in a large satellite in cosmic 

radiation environment
– most of the incident radiation does not reach

the IC chip
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Thin detectorRare interactions 
making the signal

Remaining flux we 
want to estimate

Thick shield

Incident flux

Volume in which 
we want to 
estimate the dose



Monte Carlo in HEP
• Simulation is an essential tool in modern particle physics for:

• prediction event rates and topologies

• can estimate feasibility

• evaluation of possible backgrounds

• can devise analysis strategies 

• study detector requirements

• optimisation detector/trigger design

• studying detector imperfections

• can evaluate acceptance corrections

• analysing the data
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Monte Carlo in LHC 
experiments

• For the LHC experiments, the simulation is 
made of two distinct steps:

1. Simulation of the p-p collision 

• Monte Carlo event generators

2. Simulation of the passage of the produced 
particles through the experimental 
apparatus

• Monte Carlo radiation transportation, or 
simply “detector simulation”

• The output of 1. is the input of 2.
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Monte Carlo radiation 
transportation codes

• The simulation of the p-p collision is the same for different experiments at the same 
collider, e.g. ATLAS and CMS

• The detector simulation is different for each experiment. However, general codes 
exist that can be used for simulating any detector

• An experimental apparatus can be modelled in terms of elementary geometrical 
objects

• The physics processes are detector independent

• These general codes, e.g. Geant4, are called “Monte Carlo radiation transportation 
codes”

• Non-deterministic (e.g. do not solve equations); use random numbers to 
reproduce distributions

• Transport particles through matter
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reconstruction

Simulation chain for HEP 
experiment

Generator
Event 
recor

d
Detector Simulation

Detector
Construc

tion

‘Hits’ ‘Digits’
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Pythia8, 
Herwig++

, …

HepMC

Geant4



How does detector 
simulation work?

• Treat one particle at the time

• Treat a particle in steps

• For each step

• the step length is determined by the cross sections of the physics processes and the geometrical 
boundaries; if new particles are created, add them to the list of particles to be transported;

• local energy deposit; effect of magnetic and electric fields;

• if the particle is destroyed by the interaction, or it reaches the end of the apparatus, or its energy is 
below a (tracking) threshold, then the simulation of this particle is over; else continue with another 
step.

• Output 

• new particles created (indirect)

• local energy deposits throughout the detector (direct)
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Digitization
• Besides the geometry, another experiment-specific aspect of the 

detector simulation is the “digitization”

• It is not part of the general radiation transportation codes

• It consists of producing the detector response in terms of electric 
current & voltage signals, as it would happen in the real experiment

• The same reconstruction chain can be applied for both real and 
simulated data

• The general radiation transportation code provides energy deposits
in the whole detector; from these, the “digitization” simulates the 
electrical signals induced in the sensitive parts of the detector
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Accuracy vs speed
• Huge samples (billions) of simulated events are needed by the experiments for their physics 

analyses

• The number of simulated events is limited by CPU

• The simulation time is dominated by the detector simulation

• Tradeoff between accuracy and speed of the detector simulation

• More precise physics models are slower and, more importantly, create more secondaries 
and/or steps

• Smaller geometrical details slow down the simulation 

• Never model explicitly screws, bolts, cables, etc.

• Continuous spectrum of types of detector simulations:

• From full, detailed detector simulations

• To very fast, fully parametrized detector simulations
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Application domains

• We are considering here mainly high-energy physics, but... There are other 
domains where the same radiation transportation codes are successfully used:

• Nuclear physics 

• Accelerator science 

• Astrophysics

• Space engineering 

• Radiation damage

• Medical physics

• Industrial applications

• So, detector simulation is a multi-disciplinary field!
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Non-exhaustive list of Monte Carlo codes
• EM physics

– ETRAN (Berger & Seltzer; NIST)
– EGS4 (Nelson, Hirayama, Rogers; SLAC)
– EGS5 (Hirayama et al.; KEK/SLAC)
– EGSnrc (Kawrakow & Rogers; NRCC)
– Penelope (Salvat et al.; U. Barcelona)

• Hadronic physics / general purpose

– Fluka (Ferrari et al., CERN/INFN)
– Geant4 (Geant4 Collaboration)
– MARS (James & Mokhov; FNAL)
– MCNPX / MCNP5 (LANL)
– PHITS (Niita et al.; JAEA)
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What is Geant4?
■ A software (C++) toolkit for the 

Monte Carlo simulation of the 
passage of particles through 
matter
❑ ‘propagates’ particles through 

geometrical structures of 
materials, including magnetic 
field

❑ simulates processes the particles 
undergo
■ creates secondary particles
■ decays particles

❑ calculates the deposited energy 
along the trajectories and allows 
to store the information for further 
processing (‘hits’)

Simulated Higgs event in CMS
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Kernel I - M.Asai (SLAC)

Geant4 has been successfully employed for

■ Detector design
■ Calibration / alignment
■ First analyses

49Figures from CMS

T. LeCompte (ANL)



Simulation is needed to make discoveries

■ We need to 
understand the 
detector to do physics

■ We need to know 
what to expect to
❑ verify existing models
❑ find new physics
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Kernel I - M.Asai (SLAC)
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MAXIISS Columbus AMS
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Harald Paganetti

GEANT4 based proton dose calculation 
in a clinical environment: technical 
aspects, strategies and challenges



TOOLKIT ARCHITECTURE
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Geant4 Components

■ ‘kernel’, internals of the 
engine, no direct 
interaction with the user 
code

■ ‘user interface’
❑ classes directly instantiated by 

the users with specific 
parameters
■ box of dimension x, y, z

❑ base classes for concrete 
users implementations
■ ‘user actions’, sensitive detectors 
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Geometry Physics

Tracking Output
(hits, MC truth)



Geant4 application
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Geometry 
implementation

User ‘actions’

Primary 
particles

Geant4 kernel

‘Hits’
(energy 

deposition)

‘MC truth’
(generated 

secondaries)

Visualisation

magnetic 
field

physics 
models



Geometry

■ how to implement 
(efficiently) this in 
your computer 
program?
❑ you need ‘bricks’

■ ‘solids’, ‘shapes’
■ you need to position 

them
■ you want to ‘reuse’ as 

much as possible the 
same ‘templates’
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Geometry construction

solid

materialdaughter 
volumesdaughter 

volumesdaughter 
volumesdaughter 

volumesdaughter 
volumes

logical 
volume

sensitive 
detector

physical 
volume

translation

rotation

logical 
volume

mother 
volume
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Advance geometry
■ replicas
■ divisions
■ reflections
■ assemblies 
■ parameterizations

21
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Materials

■ In nature, materials (chemical compounds, 
mixtures) are made of elements, and elements are 
made of isotopes

■ In Geant4: G4Isotope, G4Element, G4Material
❑ users can ‘build’ their materials, instantiating elements 

and adding them with the right fractions
■ Geant4 contains also National Institute of Standards 

(NIST) database of materials
❑ materials can be instantiated directly from it
❑ strongly recommended to be used
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Navigation and tracking

■ ‘navigator’ role is to 
provide geometry 
information to tracking 
mechanism
❑ locates the point in the 

geometry structure
■ which volume I am in?

❑ calculates the distances 
to the boundaries (along 
specified direction)

■ non-trivial problem of simulation 
‘continuous’ physics (space-time) 
with discrete steps
❑ steps cannot be infinitely small

■ steps need to be limited by 
crossing geometrical boundaries, 
physics or kinetic energy going to 0

■ accuracy of tracking on the 
surfaces defined by geometrical 
‘tolerance’
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Magnetic field

■ Geant4 can propagate in 
magnetic fields, electric 
fields, electromagnetic 
fields, and gravity fields, 
uniform or non-uniform

■ the equation of motion of 
the particle in the field is 
integrated using Runge-
Kutta method
❑ in particular cases analytical 

solutions can be used

■ curved trajectory broken up in 
linear cord segments

■ parameter ‘miss distance’ sets 
how closely the curved path is 
approximated 

■ non trivial problem to avoid 
qualitatively wrong results
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User actions

■ how to control your simulation?

■ ‘user actions’
❑ G4UserRunAction

❑ G4UserEventAction

❑ G4UserStackingAction

❑ G4UserTrackingAction

❑ G4UserSteppingAction

■ fully customizable (empty by 

default)

■ allow user to take actions 

depending on his specific case

❑ simulated only relevant particles

❑ save specific information, fill 

histograms

❑ speed-up simulation by applying 

different limits
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Event
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Users actions – sensitive detectors

■ sensitive detectors are user 
actions attached to specific 
volumes
❑ ProcessHits – invoked when a 

particle enters the ‘sensitive’ 
volume
■ allows to create ‘hits’

❑ energy deposition, x, y, z coordinates, 
etc

■ they simulate detector response 
to the particles passing through 
the sensors
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Physics…

■ what happens to 
when a particle 
traverses some 
matterial?

■ we need to implement 
the physics we know
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Electromagnetic (1/2)

■ simulation of electromagnetic interactions of 
charged particles, gammas and optical photons
❑ standard electromagnetic physics

■ optimized for high and medium energy applications
❑ energy range from 1keV to 1PeV

❑ low energy electromagnetic physics
■ down to eV

❑ medical and biological application
▪ Geant4-DNA project
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■ Gammas: 
❑ Gamma-conversion, Compton scattering, Photo-

electric effect

■ Leptons(e, µ), charged hadrons, ions
❑ Energy loss (Ionisation, Bremstrahlung), Multiple 

scattering, Transition radiation, Synchrotron 
radiation, e+ annihilation. 

■ Photons: 
❑ Cerenkov, Rayleigh, Reflection, Refraction, 

Absorption, Scintillation
■ High energy muons

■ A choice of implementations for most 
processes
❑ “Standard”: performant, where relevant physics 

above 1 KeV
❑ “Low Energy”: Extra accuracy, for application 

delving below 1 KeV

Electromagnetic (2/2)

50 MeV e- entering 
LAr-Pb calorimeter
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Need for production cuts

■ some electromagnetic processes have infrared 
divergences
❑ threshold needed below which no secondaries are generated

■ production threshold for gammas, electrons and positrons

■ ‘cuts’ can be defined per region of the geometry
❑ detailed simulation of the EM shower in the sensitive part, but no 

details needed in some ‘dead’ materials (support, etc) 
■ Geant4 uses ‘cut in range’

❑ converted to energy for each material
❑ assures better coherency of the simulation that a cut in energy would 

do
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Why cut in range

■ traditionally Monte Carlo simulations impose absolute cutoff in energy
❑ particle are stopped when this energy is reached
❑ remaining energy is dumped at that point

■ this can lead to imprecise stopping location and deposition of energy

■ there is a particle dependence
– range of a 10 keV  g in Si is a few cm
– range of a 10 keV e- in Si is a few microns

■ and a material dependence
– suppose you have a detector made of alternating sheets of Pb and plastic 

scintillator
– if the cutoff is OK for Pb it will likely be wrong for the scintillator which does the 

actual energy measurement
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Cut in range (production threshold) vs. energy cut
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Geant3 (and others)

Geant4 

Production range = 1.5 mm

Example: 500 MeV p in LAr-Pb Sampling Calorimeter

LAr Pb



Partial hadronic model inventory
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Bertini-style cascade

Binary cascade

1 MeV    10 MeV    100 MeV   1 GeV    10 GeV   100 GeV    1TeV

Fermi breakup

At rest
absorption, µ, 
p, K, anti-p

High precision
neutron

Evaporation

Multifragment
Photon Evap

Pre-compound

Radioactive
decay

Fritiof string

Quark Gluon string

Photo-nuclear, electro-nuclear

QMD (ion-ion)

Electro-nuclear dissociation

Wilson Abrasion



Geant4 ‘Physics Lists’

■ set of physics models covering all the needed 
processes for the relevant particles and cross 
sections for them

■ predefined physics lists for specific 
applications
❑ general high energy physics
❑ high precision high energy physics (detailed tracking 

of neutrons
❑ low energy
❑ etc
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Visualisation

■ visualize 
❑ geometry
❑ tracks
❑ hits

■ available visualization 
drivers
❑ OpenGL
❑ OpenInventor
❑ HepRep
❑ DAWN
❑ VRML
❑ RayTracer
❑ gMocren
❑ ASCIITree
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What do we need to run simulation?

75

• Given geometry, physics and primary track generation, Geant4 does proper physics simulation "silently". 
• You have to add a bit of code to extract information useful to you. 

• The user action classes, if provided, are called by Geant4 kernel during all phases of tracking 

p+

p+

PrimaryGenerator Geometry PhysicsList

UserActions SensitiveDetectors

Hits
Digits

Statistics,
Histograms, 

etc

User Application



Conclusion

■ Geant4 is a Monte Carlo simulation toolkit 
used in different domains like High Energy 
Physics, astrophysics, space research, 
medical physics, biology, etc
❑ it allows you to simulate the passage of the particle 

through the matter, the process their undergo and 
the energy deposition they make

■ the use of such a simulation is essential to 
build, understand and use your devices
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